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Migration of molecules in p -bromochlorobenzene with vacancies in its structure
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Based on polarization measurements of the low-frequency Raman spectra of
p-bromochlorobenzene and calculations of the frequency spectra of lattice vibrations by the Dean
method it is shown that the structure may contain vacancies. Their presence affects the
appearance of additional lines in the low-frequency spectrum, particularly in the vicinity of
70 cm21, and their positions depend weakly on the orientational disorder of the molecules with
respect to thepara substituents. The activation energies for diffusion in a randomly
disorderedp-bromochlorobenzene crystal with vacancies in the structure is calculated from atom-
atom potentials. It is shown that the value of the activation energy varies along a selected
direction and depends on the arrangement of thep-bromochlorobenzene molecules with respect
to thepara substituents, in contrast to the results for orderedp-dibromobenzene and
p-dichlorobenzene. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01410-5#
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Low-symmetry organic crystals have become promis
materials in molecular electronics, particularly for recordi
and processing information in optical computers.1 In prac-
tice, crystals whose structure is not described by an id
three-dimensional lattice are used. The presence of vacan
in the crystal causes the emergence of diffusion. This p
vents a reduction in the size of the area needed to re
information, since an increase in the recording density
pends on the fact that the distance between two light be
passing through a sample can be reduced only as lon
independent responses are observed. Gibbs noted in
book2 that the occurrence of diffusion can lead to a need
increased separation of the light beams. In addition, a mig
ing molecule can alter the recorded information. This ca
for an investigation of diffusion in molecular crystals.

Low-frequency Raman scattering can be used to de
mine the presence of vacancies in a crystal~whose presence
is responsible for diffusion!, since the presence of vacanci
in a crystal affects the lattice vibrations and is thus ma
fested in the spectra.

The manifestations of vacancies in low-frequency sp
tra have heretofore been studied in molecular crystals c
sisting of centrosymmetric molecules.3 However, crystals
consisting of noncentrosymmetric molecules, such as, for
ample, p-bromochlorobenzene, are often employed in m
lecular electronics, yet the migration of molecules in a cr
tal of this compound has not been investigated.

p-Bromochlorobenzene is isomorphous withp-dibromo-
benzene and thea modification of p-dichlorobenzene, in
which the migration of molecules has been studied.3

According to x-ray structural4 and NQR5 data,
p-bromochlorobenzene crystallizes in the centrosymme
P21 /a space group with two molecules in the unit cell ow
ing to the statistically disordered arrangement of the m
1661063-7834/98/40(10)/3/$15.00
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ecules with respect to thep-substituted halogen atoms.
The spectrum of lattice vibrations of similar crysta

should display six intense lines associated with orientatio
vibrations and three lines associated with translational vib
tions.

The polarization measurements of the spectra of lat
vibrations of p-bromochlorobenzene showed that the sp
trum contains a series of additional lines, whose intens
does not decrease significantly as the temperature is low
to 77 K. Table I presents the values of the frequencies of
additional lines ofp-bromochlorobenzene at room temper
ture and 77 K. The two lines with frequencies equal to
and 60 cm21 at 77 K can be assigned to translational vibr
tions, in agreement with the data from the IR absorpt
spectra@36 and 59 cm21 at 80 K ~Ref. 6!#. Figure 1a shows
the spectrum ofp-bromochlorobenzene~the XY component
of the scattering tensor! at 293 K. The additional lines in the
spectrum ofp-bromochlorobenzene can be caused both
the presence of disorder with respect to thepara positions
and the presence of vacancies. Manifestations of vacanci
the spectrum of lattice vibrations can be found by compar
the experimental spectra with spectra obtained from co
puter calculations with and without consideration of the pr
ence of vacancies in the structure.

In the calculations of the spectra of lattice vibrations, t
structure of the molecules was assumed to be absolu
rigid. The interaction between molecules was described
atom-atom potentials.7 The coefficients in the interaction po
tential were the same as in the calculations of the spectr
the frequencies ofp-dibromobenzene andp-dichlorobenzene
in Ref. 3.

The spectra of the disordered crystals were calculated
the Dean method.8 It permits finding the eigenvalues fo
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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high-order matrices. The calculations yielded histogra
which show the probability of the appearance of spec
lines in a selected frequency range.

The histogram of the frequency spectrum of lattice
brations without vacancies, but with consideration of dis
der in the structure with respect to thepara positions of
p-bromochlorobenzene is presented in Fig. 1b. As can

FIG. 1. Experimental low-frequency spectrum ofp-bromochlorobenzene a
293 K ~the XY component of the scattering tensor! ~a! and histograms ob-
tained from calculations with~c, d, e! and without ~b! vacancies in the
structure.
s,
l

-
-

e

seen, no lines are observed in the vicinity of 70 cm21, but
additional peaks caused by disorder appear.

The arrangement of the molecules in a crystal latt
with vacancies was found at the free-energy minimum. T
minimization was carried out with respect to the orientatio
and displacements of the centers of gravity of the molecu
taken into consideration.

Figure 1c shows the histogram of the spectrum of latt
vibrations of p-bromochlorobenzene with vacancies in t
structure. As can be seen, additional lines appear in the
cinity of 70 cm21.

There can be differences in the arrangement of the m
ecules~with respect to thepara substituents! surrounding a
migrating molecule, which affect the migration energy of t
molecule. They can also be reflected in the low-frequen
spectra. Figures 1d and 1e show histograms of the spect
lattice vibrations calculated for two energetically stable
rangements of the molecules. Each of the arrangemen
assigned by a dominant arrangement in the structure of
crystal whose histogram is presented in Fig. 1c. As is s
from the histograms, although the positions of the maxi
vary somewhat, the lines in the vicinity of 70 cm21 caused
by the presence of vacancies in the structure appear in
cases.

Thus, it can be concluded that an unordered crysta
p-bromochlorobenzene contains vacancies, which give
to diffusion in the crystal. The position of the lines in th
vicinity of 70 cm21 associated with the presence of vaca
cies in the structure depends weakly on the orientational
order of the molecules with respect to thepara substituents.

Using the same coefficients in the interaction potentia
in the calculation of the spectra of lattice vibrations, we c
culated the lattice energy, the energy of vacancy format
and the migration energy ofp-bromochlorobenzene mol
ecules.

The lattice energyEL for the molecular arrangement i
the structure ofp-bromochlorobenzene used to obtain t
histogram in Fig. 1c isEL516.7 kcal/mol.

In the calculations of the structure the positions of t
vacancies were assigned, and the equilibrium configura
was found. When the molecules relaxed, the energy
p-bromochlorobenzene varied by the amountER . For the
arrangement of molecules chosen it amounts toER

50.6 kcal/mol. The formation energy of vacanciesEf in this
case amounts toEf516.1 kcal/mol.

When the migration of molecules was considered, a m
ecule was displaced from the position at~0,0,0! in 0.2-Å
steps along a chosen direction toward a vacancy. The en

TABLE I. Experimental frequency values~in cm21! of the additional lines
of p-bromochlorobenzene at 293 and 77 K.

293 K 77 K

19.5 20.0
- 35.0
- 60.0

72.0 73.0
- 80.0
- 90.0
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was minimized in each step. Figure 2 presents plots of
variation of the potential energy as ap-bromochlorobenzene
molecule is displaced along the crystallographic directio
@001# ~b! and @010# ~a!.

As a consequence of the different arrangements
p-bromochlorobenzene molecules~with respect to thepara
positions!, the environment of the migrating molecule is d
ferent for different points in the crystal. Depending on t
arrangement of the molecules around a vacancy, the plo
the variation of the potential as the molecules are displa
can be either symmetric or asymmetric relative to the mid
of the plot. Examples of this are presented in Fig. 2. Cur
1 ~in Fig. 2! for the @001# and @010# crystallographic direc-
tions are asymmetric. These curves were obtained for on
the possible disordered~with respect to thepara positions!
arrangements of the molecules surrounding the migra
molecule. The curves are asymmetric because the arra
ment of the molecules~and their interaction with the migrat
ing molecule! for the point from which the molecule mi
grates differs from the environment around the point wh
the vacancy is located. Curves2 in Fig. 2 were obtained for
an ordered arrangement of the molecules.

Thus, it is seen that, unlike the case of order
p-dibromobenzene with centrosymmetric molecules,
value of the migration energy can differ from cell to cell f
the same migrating molecule.

In the cases considered the migration energy along
@010# crystallographic direction has the valuesEm1

@010#

53.3 kcal/mol andEm2
@010#52.8 kcal/mol. The positions o

the maxima~along the horizontal axis! for them are different.

FIG. 2. Variation of the potential energy upon displacement of a migra
p-bromochlorobenzene molecule toward a vacancy in the@010# ~a! and
@001# ~b! crystallographic directions:1—for a disordered~with respect to
the para positions! arrangement of the surrounding molecules,2—for an
ordered arrangement.
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After passing the maximum on curves2, there is sharper
variation of the orientation of the migrating molecule. Th
angle between the planes of the undisplaced and displa
molecules after passage of the maximum equals about 60
all the cases considered.

The migration energy ofp-bromochlorobenzene mol
ecules along the@001# crystallographic direction has the va
ues Em1

@001#55.5 kcal/mol andEm2
@001#52.5 kcal/mol in the

cases considered. The positions of the maxima for both c
scarcely changed.

The results of the calculations of the activation ener
show that its value also varies. The values for the@010#
crystallographic direction areEd1

@010#519.4 kcal/mol and
Ed2

@010#518.9 kcal/mol. In the@001# direction the values are
Ed1

@001#521.6 kcal/mol and Ed2
@001#518.6 kcal/mol, respec-

tively.
Therefore, unlike centrosymmetricp-dibromobenzene,

whose activation energy is larger along the@001# crystallo-
graphic direction than along the@010# direction, in
p-bromochlorobenzene the activation energy can vary a
function of the arrangement of the molecules with respec
thepara substituents. In this case variation of the direction
diffusion from cell to cell is possible@either the molecule can
migrate along the~001! or ~010! direction, or the directions
are equally preferable#. Apparently, when the experimenta
results on the activation energy inp-bromochlorobenzene
are compared with the calculated values, the averaged va
of the energy along the respective direction should be c
sidered.

Thus, it has been shown that there are vacancies in
structure ofp-bromochlorobenzene. Their presence affe
the appearance of the additional lines in the vicinity
70 cm21 in the spectrum of lattice vibrations, in agreeme
with the data onp-dibromobenzene andp-dichlorobenzene.
The positions of the lines in the vicinity of 70 cm21 depend
weakly on the orientational disorder of the molecules w
respect to thepara substituents. Calculations of the activ
tion energy inp-bromochlorobenzene have shown that,
contrast to the case ofp-dibromobenzene, it is not a consta
along the crystallographic direction selected, but depends
the arrangement of thep-bromochlorobenzene molecule
with respect to thepara substituents.
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